Introduction
PFC (Predictive Functional Control) [1] is probably the most successful industrial implementation of model predictive control (MPC) based on the numbers and breadth of applications. The main reason for this is relatively simple in that the coding requirements are similar to that for PID and thus the PFC 5 strategy is a competitor with PID rather than more expensive plant wide or system wide approaches. Moreover, it has some advantages over PID in that the tuning mechanism is intuitive being based mainly on a desired time constant (equivalently settling time or convergence rate) and also it embeds a reasonable level of systematic constraint handling using relatively low computational 10 complexity.
Nevertheless, the main weakness of conventional PFC is the same as its strength, that is the relative simplicity [2, 3] . Although execution and coding are straightforward for systems with over-damped or simple dynamics, a different picture emerges with systems with less desirable open-loop dynamics [4] . 15 Consequently, although a conventional PFC [1] can work with systems of integrators, open-loop unstable processes and non-minimum-phase characteristics, often the tuning is difficult and the implementation less simple and intuitive.
Thus one purpose here is to develop a modified PFC approach which retains the core attributes of simplicity but more specifically, retains intuitive insight 20 during the design which means the approach is simple for technicians to deploy.
Predictive control algorithm can be calculated by properly planning the manipulated signal sequence via minimizing a cost function. The idea of pole placement design for predictive control is not new. Pole-placement state-feedback design for optimizing continuous-time predictive control was applied in [5] and 25 extended this algorithm for the constrained case in [6] . GPC (Generalized Predictive control) [7] has two degrees of freedom and allows a design based on pole-placement, see [8] and [9] . Investigations of the stability of PFC for firstorder process models [10] were followed by a pole-placement PFC controller recommended for higher-order, over-damped processes in [11] . 30 2 This paper has a focus on systems with significant under-damped dynamics in the open-loop and first considers the efficacy of a routine PFC implementation. It is demonstrated via a number of examples, that the efficacy is variable which motivates the need for an improved algorithm. Earlier literature has discussed the possibility of shaping the input predictions [4] , but although often 35 effective, that approach has the disadvantage of requiring some moderately difficult algebra/coding and there is still a need to fully understand the robustness to uncertainty of such approaches. This paper takes an alternative approach which is to explore and develop a recently proposed alternative the PP-PFC (Pole-Placement PFC) [11] . The main contribution here is to consider the ex-40 tent to which this approach is suitable for handling under-damped systems.
Moreover, as will be seen, a secondary benefit is additional flexibility in the choice of target poles to include mild under-damping; such an option is not available to conventional PFC.
A simplistic implementation of the proposed PP-PFC algorithm for under-
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damped systems is shown to rely on complex number algebra and this has some possible negative consequences. Firstly, the computational effort is slightly greater, although that could be considered trivial in practice. Secondly however, the requirement for complex number algebra in itself could be a problem as many low level process control units (where PFC would be applied alongside 50 competitor approaches such as PID) do not support complex number algebra.
In view of these observations, a second contribution of this paper is to propose algorithms which circumvent the complex number algebra in a relatively simple fashion, thus allowing straightforward coding, maintenance and tuning. Section 2 will give a basic background on conventional PFC and demonstrate 55 the potential difficulties when applying this to under-damped systems. Section 3 will introduce the pole-placement PFC approach for systems with real poles followed by section 4 which will discuss how this approach is extended to cope with complex poles, that is under-damped systems. Section 5 will then develop an alternative formulation of PP-PFC which uses just real number algebra.
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Section 6 gives numerical examples and also some simulations on hardware. 
Background of PFC
This section gives a brief review of a basic PFC algorithm and demonstrates a normal tuning procedure.
PFC Concepts
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The basic principle underlying PFC approaches is that the desired output dynamic is close to that of a first-order response with a specified pole λ. The hope is that if one, recursively at each sample, ensures the prediction of the system behavior is close to the desired dynamic, then the closed-loop behavior is likely to be close to that dynamic. Hence, for a desired steady-state set value 70 of r, a typical target trajectory r * , expressed in discrete time, takes the form 1 :
In the interest of simple computation, PFC differs from more standard MPC approaches in that it uses the prediction at just a single point, the so called coincidence horizon, here denoted by a n y step ahead prediction. The control law is defined by forcing the system prediction to match the target dynamic of 75 r * (k) at a point n y steps ahead, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In practice, the system output y p (k) is not beginning from zero, so the target trajectory is one which follows a first-order dynamic from the current point y p (k)
to the correct steady-state, that is:
PFC is defined by forcing coincidence n y steps ahead and thus the control 80 law is defined from the equality:
1 In the following the case of a stepwise change in the reference signal is assumed. The same algorithm works for stepwise change in the output additive disturbance, as well.
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Mismatch between process output y p and model output y m is assumed constant during the prediction horizon and hence offset-free tracking can be achieved with a minor modification to take account of this bias. The system prediction is given by the model prediction plus an estimated disturbance d(k)
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(variants of this exist but are not central to the current paper):
Simplification 1. The n y steps ahead prediction y p (k + n y ) depends upon the future choices of control actions. As PFC is premised on being as simple as possible, a typical assumption is that the future inputs remain constant, that
. This has the advantage that only one decision 90 variable is needed so the desired selection to satisfy (3) is straightforward to code (this also applicable with non-linear processes).
Simplification 2. In order to maintain simple coding, PFC overcomes the complexity of prediction algebra by using partial fractions to express the n thorder model G m (z) as a sum of first-order models [1, 2, 12] and hence:
The effective structure of the model is illustrated in Fig. 2 where G p represents the real (unknown) process and G i denote the partial fraction expansion of the assumed model G m (z). In practice this means that the independent model 95 deployed in PFC code comprises a number of first-order independent models running in parallel; clearly the coding and computation requirement for each is trivial.
The advantage of this parallel formation is that n y steps ahead predictions can be defined explicitly and without the need for costly or cumbersome predic-100 tion algebra [13] . To be precise, the predictions for the model can be expressed as the sum of the predictions of a number of first-order models with component 5 outputs y
m , that is:
Algorithm 1. (PFC) A simple PFC control law can now be constructed by using (3) and prediction (6) in (4) . Hence, solve the following for u(k):
Rearrange to determine the input as:
The terms in this law are simple to compute.
Remark 1. This paper does not discuss issues such as ramp targets, system 105 delays and constraints in order to avoid unnecessarily complicated presentation which would distract from the core concepts and contributions presented here.
The proposals of this paper carry over to such scenarios in a straightforward fashion. The required modifications are well known in the literature and in fact imply relatively minor changes to the algebra and coding. The readers can do this themselves and will find that for many systems the process works well, which is not surprising given the wide spread commercial success of PFC. Specifically, the design procedure is most effective when the 125 process is first-order or heavily damped. However, for other processes, the procedure can be less effective [3, 11] .
• Figure 3 shows the possible pole positions for different pairings of tuning parameters on an over-damped system
. It is clear that good pairings exist in that the closed-loop dy-
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namics can be close to the target dynamic and thus a simple PFC design procedure can be effective.
• Figure 4 shows the possible closed-loop poles with different pairings of tuning parameters for a specific under-damped system P 2 = (0.4z 
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• Figure 5 shows a different under-damped and non-minimum-phase example N (given in (39)). In this case it is not easily possible to find a good pairing of parameters. Worse still, it is clear the system is closed-loop unstable for nearly all reasonable choices and thus in this case, PFC would be a potentially unsafe approach. 
Pole-placement PFC
The previous section has demonstrated that the nominal PFC algorithm of (8) may be ineffective for systems with difficult dynamics and more specifically, that the role of the tuning parameter λ can be weak [3] . In view of this, some recent work [11] considered a minor modification with the aim of making the 150 tuning more effective and thus having real physical meaning to potential users so that they can use it intuitively, as was also intended.
This section will give a quick review of the proposed modification, the so called PP-PFC approach.
PFC with a first-order model
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PFC has been particularly effective in industry partially because many real systems have dynamics which are close to first-order and it is easy to show [3] that for a first-order system, the PFC tuning parameters work perfectly, as long as one uses a coincidence horizon of one. In other words, the target pole λ becomes the closed-loop pole exactly in the nominal case y m = y p = y.
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• For a first-order model with n y = 1, the control law (8) is given as follows:
• Rearranging and substituting the corresponding control action back into the system dynamics gives:
From which it is clear that the closed-loop behavior is represented by a first-order model with unity gain (no steady-state offset) and the desired pole λ. 
Pole-placement PFC
The main motivation for PP-PFC algorithm is to exploit the efficacy of PFC for first-order systems in order to propose an equally simple process that will work on higher-order systems as it is known (section 2.2) that tuning for higher order systems [3] is not nearly so straightforward or effective in general.
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The key concept within the proposal is to treat each submodel G i shown in Fig. 2 as if it had an independent input and then deploy a nominal PFC
algorithm to compute what that input should be in order to achieve some specified dynamic, say pole ρ 1 . The next core concept is to exploit linearity and linear combinations. The algorithm takes a linear combination of all the pro-175 posed inputs to determine the desired input to the real system. By utilizing a sensible constraint (that the partial contributions of each individual inputs sum to unity), it is easy to show that the desired dynamic is then achieved in the
Algorithm 2. (PP-PFC):
The PP-PFC algorithm for achieving a target closed-180 loop pole comprises the following steps. 
2. Identify proposed inputs for each sub-model (i = 1, ..., n) using the control law (9):
3. Form a linear combination of these inputs to determine the process input as:
Next we demonstrate that the desired pole ρ 1 is achieved before discussing how the remaining freedom in β i might be used.
Lemma 1. The control law of (12), (13) ensures that the target pole ρ 1 becomes 185 a closed-loop pole in the nominal case (thus d(k) = 0).
Proof:
The control law (13) is presented by using z −1 as the shifting time
, and using (5), (11) and (12):
where,
Rearranging this it is clear the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop poles p c (z) has ρ 1 as a root:
It is important that a sensible choice is made for the values of β i as, while any choice satisfying (13) will give the desired closed-loop pole, the choice made also has an impact on the other closed-loop poles. Indeed, the remaining flexibility in the values of β i can be used to assign the other closed-loop poles at values ρ i , i = 2, ..., n using a partial fraction by the following definitions [11] . Proof: The overall implied control law is given as:
Substituting in from (15) and (17):
The implied characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop poles is given as:
From this it is clear that ρ i are the closed-loop poles.
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Remark 2. The stability of PP-PFC is guaranteed in the nominal case as a natural corollary of Theorem 1 whereby the positions of the poles are all known and have to be selected to be inside the unit circle.
Extending PP-PFC to systems with complex poles
This section forms a main contribution of this paper which is to extend PP-
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PFC to systems with under-damped modes. The significance of this change is because the partial fraction expansion implicit in (5) will lead to complex poles and residues, and in turn this means that the control laws of (13) imply complex inputs. In the first instance there is a need to consider whether the use of complex numbers is important or indeed whether PP-PFC is still effective 200 and simple to design and implement.
The reader should note a core point which is that, if the PP-PFC algorithm continues to work effectively with under-damped modes, then it solves a tuning challenge for conventional PFC as tuning for Algorithm 1 can be a significant challenge in the presence of oscillatory predictions. For simplicity this presen-205 tation will assume just a single pair of complex poles; this is reasonable as PFC would rarely be used on very high-order models given that low-order models usually capture the core dynamics. Moreover, notwithstanding this, the results will automatically carry over anyway.
Partial fraction expansion with complex coefficients
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Consider a model G m (z) which has roots at −a 1 , −a 2 ,..., −a n with a 1 , a 2 a complex conjugate pair. A partial fraction expansion of G m (z) into first-order terms is:
It is noted that the residues b 1 , b 2 , ... ,b n will be complex conjugates.
PFC law for a process with complex coefficients
A quick review of the previous section will reveal that none of the algebra required numbers to be purely real and the algebra and pole computations should equally apply for complex numbers. The obvious consequence is that 215 a system with complex coefficients should still be amenable to the PP-PFC control law of (13) . In fact, the only requirement that needs careful checking is that the input u(k) to be implemented to the real process must be real.
1+aiz −1 where both b i , a i are complex and find the corresponding control law using (9) . The implied output dy-220 namics must follow the desired first-order trajectory with dynamic λ.
Proof: This is already evident from (10) in section 3. However, closer inspection reveals that the corresponding input signal u (i) is not real due to the presence of r (i) , b i , a i in the law definition (12) . Nevertheless, as this is a simulation model, not a real process, that issue is not important.
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Lemma 3. Notwithstanding the fact that the implied input u (i) (k) is complex, nevertheless applying a control law which utilises
in (13) will result in a real input as long as β 2 = β * 1 (means complex conjugate).
Proof: The overall implied control law associated to a pair of complex poles is given as:
Here all the terms are complex conjugates and hence the resulting term u(k) is 230 real. It should also be remarked that the condition that β i = 1 implies that
Lemma 4. Notwithstanding the fact that the implied input could be complex, nevertheless applying a control law as defined in (13) will result all the desired closed-loop poles being achieved, even when ρ i are defined as complex numbers. Proof: The core difference in this proof is to allow complex choices for the poles and showing that all the desired poles are achieved while retaining a real input.
The overall implied control law is given as:
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Substituting from (19):
Again it is clear that any terms appear in complex conjugate pairs. It is worth repeating that a key benefit of PP-PFC as opposed to conventional PFC is that the user can now guarantee the behavior of the nominal closed-loop and achieve the desired dominant dynamics. This section has shown that a 255 simplistic implementation of PP-PFC on systems with under-damped dynamics is effective.
Implementable PP-PFC using real numbers algebra
The main weakness of PP-PFC as presented in the previous section is the reliance on complex number algebra. However, many operating systems used 
can be handled using the following two separate computations.
Lemma 6. Only the real part of the term β i u (i) (k) needs to be computed.
Proof: It was established in Theorems (2) and (3) that u(k) is real and therefore all the imaginary terms must cancel out and therefore need not be computed.
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Theorem 3. Compared to PP-PFC using complex algebra, the increase in computational demand using real number algebra is inconsequential although the coding is slightly more involved. the PFC of (17) uses the same memory space and 11 operations on complex numbers but in truth the difference is so small that on modern computing it has small relevance. 
New formulation of PP-PFC algorithm using real numbers algebra
The main concept deployed next is to exploit the structure in the independent model of This section deploys a number of lemmata and theorems which are required to establish the final result. The reader may like to note that a key focus in 300 many of these is to identify when terms are real or appear in complex conjugate pairs, and when they do not, so that this information can be exploited efficiently in any code. The idea is to look carefully at the computation required for each term in (22, 26).
Real system poles
305
First consider the parts of (22, 26) linked to real system poles.
Lemma 7. The parameter β i related to a real system pole a i has real value if the target pole ρ 1 is real, otherwise it has complex value.
Proof: This follows from the fact that β i in (16) have complex values in conjugate pairs when ρ 1 is real, otherwise when ρ 1 is complex, then β i will contain 310 the complex ρ * 1 and thus not be in conjugate pairs.
Lemma 8. The parameter (a i + ρ 1 )β i related to a real system pole a i has a real value irrespective of whether the target pole ρ 1 is real or complex.
Proof: Considering (16) the parameter (a i + ρ 1 )β i contains the complex values in conjugate pairs.
Theorem 4. The real value of the proposed weighted input signal
for the sub-model having real pole a i comprises numerous components which 315 can be computed off-line and stored.
Proof: This is obvious in that several of the terms above do not change.
Remark 5. The coefficent K 0,i is automatically real when the target pole ρ 1 is real.
Complex system poles
Next the paper considers the parts of (21, 26) linked to complex conjugate 320 pairs of poles in G(z).
Lemma 9. The one-step-ahead prediction models for the summed outputs of G 1 , G 2 and the output of G 1,2 = G 1 + G 2 must match, assuming the inputs into each are the same. This means the complex states of G 1 , G 2 can be inferred from the real states of G 1,2 .
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Proof: This is by inspection following linearity.
In consequence, ignoring the dependence on the term u(k) which is yet to be determined, one can write that:
Therefore, given they are conjugates, the values y
m can be inferred from these simultaneous equations (noting that in both the imaginary parts are zero by definition).
Lemma 10. The parameters β i , β i+1 related to complex conjugate poles a i and a i+1 are complex conjugates if the target pole ρ 1 is real, otherwise β i , β i+1 are not complex conjugates.
Proof: From (16) both β i and β i+1 are complex conjugates if ρ 1 is real, other-330 wise if ρ i is complex then both β i and β i+1 are not conjugate pairs.
Lemma 11. The parameters (a i + ρ 1 )β i and (a i+1 + ρ 1 )β i+1 related to a complex conjugate pair of poles a i and a i+1 , are complex conjugates irrespective of whether the target pole ρ 1 is real or complex.
Proof: Considering (16), all the terms appear in conjugate pairs.
Lemma 12. The real value of the proposed weighted input signal Re{β i u i (k) + β i+1 u i+1 (k)} for the two sub-models having complex conjugated poles a i and a i+1 comprises numerous components which can be computed off-line and stored.
Remark 6. The coefficient K 0,i is automatically real when the target pole ρ 1
Theorem 5. The proposed common input signal
for the two sub-models having complex conjugate poles can be simplified to a second-order control law which is based solely on real number algebra and using the states of the second-order model G i,i+1 .
Proof: This follows from substitution of (33) into (36).
Computational load comparisons
Only the component of the control law corresponding to pairs of complex poles needs to use the formulation of (37). The contribution of sub-models with real poles can use the simpler formulation of (29). From (37), the new 350 formulated PP-PFC calculation of the actual second-order sub-models output requires 7 mathematical operations on real numbers with 4 reserved places for variables in addition to the u(k) variable, and the calculation of the real parts of of the alternative approaches is given in Table 1 .
Numerical examples
This section will give some numerical examples to compare the simulation times of the control (as an indicator to the simplicity of the control action calculation) using classical PP-PFC, PP-PFC with real and imaginary parts calculation, and the new formulated PP-PFC algorithm, for various choices of ρ on two under-damped examples M, N :
M has poles at −0.8 ± 0.4j. The choice N matches the example used in Fig. 5 which conventional PFC could not handle and has poles at −0.9, −0.9 ± 0.4j.
The open-loop step responses are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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As it is seen from the step responses, process M is of type minimum-phase and process N of type non-minimum-phase. Process M is of second-order, has a gain of 2. The average simulation time of repeated 100 simulations for each case is considered in the computational loading results. Moreover, the reader will notice the additional advantage of the proposed approach which is the ability to 370 select a target pole as being complex which is not something that is possible in conventional PFC; such an option is reasonable in many cases where a small overshoot allows better behavior overall.
In the following simulations a stepwise change in the reference signal and the disturbance acting at the process output, as shown in figure 2 , are applied. The 375 algorithm can also compensate for disturbances acting at the process input, but this case is not shown here.
Example 1: PP-PFC of example M
The PP-PFC simulation of example M is given in Fig. 8 for various choices of desired closed-loop pole ρ. An output disturbance is added around the 40th 380 sample to demonstrate the disturbance compensating ability of the approach.
It is clear that the proposed algorithm has given effective control and moreover, the tuning parameter ρ has retained an intuitive link to the resulting closedloop behavior as expected. Moreover, it is demonstrated that one can select the target pole as being complex, unlike for conventional PFC. Nevertheless, in this 385 case a conventional PFC can also give effective control although the link to the desired λ (defined based on the dominant poles of the simulations in Fig. 8 ) is 21 weaker (see Fig. 9 ). For interest, the reader should note that both the values of β i have a real part of 0.5 as expected (as β i = 1), but also have a non-zero imaginary part.
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The simulation times are set in Table 2 . The results show that the new fomulated PP-PFC have fastest control action calculations, and the PP-PFC using complex algebra have slowest control action calculations.
Example 2: PP-PFC of example N
The PP-PFC simulation of example N is given in Fig. 10 . An output distur-
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bance is added around the 70th sample. Despite the obviously very challenging dynamics of this process, the PP-PFC algorithm has given smooth control to the required target and moreover, as desired, has maintained the intuitive link between the target dynamic ρ and the closed-loop convergences speed. Conversely, classical PFC is very sensitive to the choice of n y and gives stable behavior only 400 for a small range of large n y which in effect makes the parameter λ redundant, as is clearly seen in Fig. 11 ; the plots are almost identical irrespective of the choice of λ and hence only relatively slow λ can be achieved.
The simulation times are set in Table 3 . Also here, the results show that the proposed formulation of PP-PFC has the fastest calculations, and the PP-PFC 405 using complex algebra has the slowest calculations. 1. Test whether the proposed controller output satisfies plant input absolute and rate constraints. If not, modify u(k) to ensure both using saturation.
2. To ensure satisfaction of output/state constraints one must form the implied predictions over a sensible but large horizon and modify u(k) as 415 22 required to ensure satisfaction. This reduces to a simple for loop which ensures that maximum or minimum of y p (k + i) is within limits.
The constrained u(k) has to be applied in the model prediction. Figure 12 shows the controlled and manipulated variable plots of example N with an input rate maximum limit of 0.1 per sample and an absolute max-420 imum input limit of 0.8. As it can be seen, the constraints have been handled effectively.
Real-time control
In this section, the proposed controller is implemented with a real laboratory hardware. This process posses its own challenges such as the measured data and α(t) are measured in radians. Fig.14 shows a schematic of the flexible joint system [14] where the servo motor voltage V m is acting as a control variable that generates a torque τ at the load gear to rotate the flexible joint base.
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On the other hand, the viscous friction coefficient of the servo B eq will oppose the applied torque at the servo load gear and the friction acting on the link is denoted by the viscous damping coefficient B l . The overall flexible joint system is assumed linear with a spring stiffness K s .
The main objective for this task is to track the angular speed of the servȯ θ(t) by manipulating the supplied voltage V m (t). The general mathematical model of the process is given as (for more details see [15] ):
where the list and value of each corresponding SRV02 parameter used are given in Table 4 . By substituting the parameter value and manipulating the algebraic equation, the control model for the plant is reduced to:
The model in (41) Generally, the implementation of this controller is very straightforward as it does not need any complex arithmetic compared to the traditional approach.
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Hence, it can be easily implemented on a low-cost hardware such as PLC (Programmable Logic Controller). In addition, the use of unit coincidence horizon simplifies both the tuning and coding processes which makes it more transparent and attractive compared to the conventional PID controller. Future work aims to look more closely at the allocation of the values β i .
There is a need to consider more carefully how these extra degrees of freedom can be utilised most effectively, while not increasing the complexity of the approach.
Finally, there is also a need to compare this approach more formally with the shaping approach [4] .
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It is also noted that while the current approach will deal with some level of parameter uncertainty, a formal sensitivity analysis and design remains as future work. Table 4 : SRV02 servo parameters specification [14, 15] 
Parameters Value
Gearbox efficiency, η g 0.9
High-gear total gear ratio, K g 70
Motor efficiency, η m 0.69
Motor current-torque constant, k t 7.68 × 10 Largest pole position λ=0.6 λ=0.7 λ=0.8 λ=0.9 λ=0.95 ISA_Fig13-eps-converted-to.pdf 
